Sue Pighini

After her 25 years in corporate America with Marketing Corporation
of America, USA Cable and Avon, Inc., Sue realized that there had to
be more to her life. She is constantly exploring new paths of passion,
paths that lit her life up.
Having helped hundreds of clients empower themselves through
coaching, keynotes and seminars, Sue Pighini comes to Leader
Development Institute as one of our most diversely experienced
speakers. Ordained minister, certified Transformational Life Coach,
certified clinical hypnotherapist, certified Intuitive Healer, former
corporate executive and now a two-time author.
Sue shares poignant stories and commentaries about herself and of others who have shattered old
patterns of victimhood and broken new ground to create the lives they have always wanted.
As an acclaimed author and trainer, Sue shares how to light up the passion of your life in Leader
Development Institute’s seminar and workshops, “Woman to Woman” and, “Live your Life on Fire”.
Sue draws from her background in corporate America in helping women learn to speak with their
true, authentic voice and live a fully empowered life.
From her own near-death experience and that of others, her message is revolutionizing the way
people perceive and live their lives. Sue’s enduring love for horses, and the equine/spiritual
connection she has discovered has opened her eyes even more to a pure belief in the power of an
all loving Universe.
Whether Sue is speaking to you, ‘woman to woman’, or inspiring you to set your life on fire - at
home, at work and throughout your life - Sue is deeply dedicated to helping people move beyond
their own victimhood by really discovering what is holding them back. She helps you to understand
that "victimhood" can be self-imposed by how we limit our thoughts and actions and create our own
limitations. Henry David Thoreau said, "Our truest life is when we are in our dreams, awake," Sue
will guide you there.
You are sure to walk away with new tools and insight on how to be extraordinary and have the
success and happiness that is yours.
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